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Press release
*tmx presents visual vocabulary trainer

Learn languages intuitively like a child with *tmx808

Frankfurt/M.  German design team *tmx releases a multilingual 

vocabulary training software that combines graphic design and 

Superlearning techniques. To simulate the way a child learns, 

the software *tmx808 focuses on hundreds of images and the 

desire to play, avoiding anything that tastes like cram.

In addition to a virtual trip through various topics 

from car to sexuality, *tmx808 offers a language 

lab, games like Free Fall and Superlearning with 

Chillout music. The software contains more than 808 

expressions distilled from all parts of everyday (and 

not-so-everyday) life as well as over 300 of the most 

important, common, beautiful, or useless phrases. 

Whether to brush up one‘s French for the next 
Weekend in Paris or to avoid looking like a bore 
on the next business trip to Milano, *tmx808 is the 
right tool. Of course the software can also be used to test and 
expand existing language skills.

Design plays an eminent role in *tmx808. Over a period of 
three years, *tmx founder Ralf Hoffmann has taken more than 
700 photographs from four continents, using seven different 
cameras. Finally these images were processed to reflect 
different styles from the Seventies to the present time. 

*tmx808 has been designed for distribution over the Internet. 
The software is available for free at www.tmx808.com, the 
language modules are sold online for EUR 20,- and can be 
downloaded instantaneously. As an option, a CD-ROM can be 
ordered as a backup or to avoid the download.

Currently 6 languages are available: Français, Italiano, 

Español, Deutsch, British and American English.

Alternatively a single CD-ROM titled *tmx808 world featuring all 
6 languages as well as the software and various Chillout tracks 
can be ordered for EUR 79,90.
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*tmx is a two-headed team based near Frankfurt/Main, that 
concentrates on languages, photography and music. *tmx is 
one of Germany’s leading companies for language software. 
The language training software *tmx 4.0 was the 
best selling Edutainment product in Germany 
for more than 18 months and has won numerous 
awards. *tmx is also cooperating with T-Online AG, 
Germany’s No. 1 internet access provider. 

*tmx808 Features:

• Virtual journey (TRIP)
• Language lab with dictate function (LAB)
• Game FREEFALL
• Game LAS VEGAS
• Game RAM
• Game SENSO
• Highscore Lists
• Superlearning in different variations (SUPER)
• Completion Exercises (GAPS)
• Multilingual User Interface (English, French, German, 

Italian, Spanish)
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